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1 INTRODUCTION 

Archaeology is a wide field and difficult to delimit. According to the eminent archaeologist 
Massimo Pallottino, it regards the “monuments of a past that is not connected to us in direct 
continuity, but in some way interrupted, and which are known only through a process of 
exploration and reconstruction” (Pallottino, 1968). Archaeological sites may vary in terms of 
dimensions (from isolated monuments to entire cities, as in the case of Pompeii), of historical 
period (from prehistoric to industrial archaeology), of location (inside and outside urban areas). 
They can be found on the surface or underwater. Some archaeological sites no longer have a 
functional usage and represent mostly remains to be observed and studied (such as certain great 
Roman or Arab hydraulic works); others, on the contrary, can still fulfil in an exemplary manner 
the function for which they were originally built (this is the case, for example, of many ancient 
Greek and Roman theatres) or are capable of being adapted to new public functions. 

In the case of these latter sites in particular, being as they are public places, the necessity 
arises to guarantee their use, as much as possible, within a full respect of conservation 
considerations. The relationship between conservation and usage is an aspect of the constant 
dialectic between permanence and transformation and is one of the topics which generates more 
debate regarding cultural heritage. In the past, the two instances of conservation and usage had 
been interpreted as expressions of opposed and almost irreconcilable interests (Laurìa et al., 
2015). In time things changed, however, and the concept of conservation of the cultural asset 
evolved from referring exclusively to the protection of constructions which were not to be 

Accessibility to archaeological sites. From the accessibility 
dimensions to an access strategy 

A. Laurìa 
Department of Architecture, University of Florence, Florence, Italy 

ABSTRACT: The paper highlights one of the crucial topics of contemporary culture: the notion 
of cultural heritage as a 'common asset'. An asset, in order to be truly “common”, must be 
accessible to the greatest possible number of people. This is the reason why some scholars 
underline the fact that if a place is not fully accessible and usable, it loses its quality as a 
common asset. The focus of the paper is on accessibility dimensions of archaeological sites, and 
the tool described in it is both a planning strategy and an action plan - called Accessibility Plan - 
aimed at improving the accessibility degree of places and services by means of a set of coherent 
actions and interventions scheduled on the basis of shared priorities. The Accessibility Plan, in 
order to fulfil its predetermined objectives, must not be understood – sic et simpliciter – as a 
technical tool, but rather as an instrument for the valorisation of the individual and as a resource 
for the community. 
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altered in their material form, to expressing the protection of the cultural identity and of the 
social and testimonial role of the said constructions, which - as Della Torre has written (1998) - 
“describe trajectories in time”. 

Accessibility, in the broad sense described in this article, may play an important role in the 
process of valorisation of the cultural heritage. 

To increase the degree of accessibility of archaeological sites, making them more attractive 
and usable, represents, however, a difficult challenge, especially when the buildings in question 
are in a fragmentary state or in ruins. In these cases, they can generate in the visitor a fascination 
which is sometimes extraordinary, but also a sense of unease due to the incapacity to fully 
'reconstruct' their meaning or their sense. Another complicating element is the fact that an 
archaeological site often includes parts that may be visited and parts which may not (for 
example, sections which may not be visited for safety reasons, and areas under excavation or 
not yet excavated). 

2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL AREAS AND ACCESSIBILITY 

Accessibility is a key enabling knowledge (Laurìa, 2014) expressed through a variety of 
dimensions. These dimensions acquire relevance in function of the context of intervention. An 
attempt will be made below to modulate, with specific reference to archaeological areas, the 
following dimensions of accessibility: (1) physical, (2) communicative, (3) organisational, (4) 
socio-economic. Since the dimensions of accessibility are strictly linked to each other, they 
must be seen and acted upon as parts of a whole. 

2.1 The physical dimension 

The physical dimension of accessibility regards all visitors, and particularly people with 
mobility problems. It pertains to interventions that insist on the material essence of the building  
to be adapted/re-qualified. These interventions produce an effect, more or less pronounced, of 
material and usually also perceptive alteration of the structure. “Environmental adjustment 
interventions aimed to ensuring the reachability (that is the accessibility toward a target) of the 
structure are also connected to the physical dimension of accessibility. 

When carrying out an intervention on a cultural asset, it is important to identify, already 
during the survey phase, the “points of minor resistance” (Pane, 2004), that is those parts of the 
asset capable of accepting the adaptation/re-qualification devices with the least possible impact 
and with the least sacrifice of original material (Della Torre, 1998). In the Colosseum, for 
example, the place of minor resistance where to place a lift was identified in the so-called “Stern 
spur”, a brick buttress which was added for supporting the monument after the earthquake of 
1806 (Fig. 1). A problematic (but perhaps inevitable) consequence of this type of approach is 
that of attributing to the various parts of a single structure different levels of protection: 
untouchable parts and parts that may be modified/'sacrificed'. The risk is that of losing the 
understanding of the structure as a whole, and therefore as worthy of being safeguarded as a 
whole (see Pane, 2004). A second question regards the assessment of the congruity between the 
location of the points of minor resistance and the functional layout of the building, or, in other 
words, the assessment of the suitability of the points of minor resistance for receiving the 
devices aimed at increasing the accessibility of the building. An example of a positive response 
to this requirement is the main entrance to the Louvre Museum designed by Ieoh Ming Pei  
(1989) placed at the centre of the Cour Napoléon under the controversial steel and glass 
Pyramid. The central location of the entrance, which includes an exposed oleodynamic lift 
perfectly integrated with a helicoidal staircase, permits to rationally solve the problem of the 
access to the various wings of the Museum through underground connections which reduces 
queuing. It is no coincidence that the entrance to the Louvre is considered as a brilliant example 
of “urban acupuncture” (Lerner, 2009), that is as a punctual intervention that has positive effects 
over a wide radius. 
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Figure 1. The Colosseum, Rome. To the left, a detail of the Stern Spur. To the right, a detail of the lift.

In the case of archaeological areas, 'physical' interventions are often very problematic due to 
the difficulty of reconciling the qualities of the place (clivometric conditions, length of 
pathways, features of pavings, differences in height in the terrain, etc.) with the needs of users 
with mobility problems. This difficulty refers back to a specific question linked to the 
accessibility to cultural heritage in general and to archaeological sites in particular: the contrast 
between the adaptation project and the carrying capacity of the asset. The concept of carrying 
capacity derives from biology (Hardin, 1977) and was subsequently extended to places of 
cultural interest by scholars studying the tourism industry (Murphy, 1985) to indicate “the 
conditions necessary to the preservation of the natural environment and the physical features of 
historic sites such as archaeological ruins” (Gould, 2014).  In the context of this article, 
“carrying capacity” is understood, more specifically, as the maximum transformation that a 
cultural asset can resist before endangering the values and meanings it expresses. Evidently, the 
concept of “carrying capacity” is a subjective concept, and therefore subject to modifications 
through time as a result of cultural evolution and of changes in awareness regarding 
conservation of the cultural heritage. 

2.2 The communicative dimension 

The communicative dimension of accessibility is anchored to the complex sensory-perceptive 
dynamics and concerns initiatives and actions aimed at increasing orientation, recognition of 
sources of danger and the intelligibility of places for all, and especially for children and for 
people with cognitive and perceptive problems. It also includes accessibility to cultural contents 
or, more succinctly, cultural accessibility. 

The communicative dimension of accessibility is explained through off-site and in-site 
actions. Off-site actions provide the visitor with useful information for knowing, a priori, the 
features of the asset to be visited and for planning the trip. For example, informations (obtained 
through web-sites, brochures or audio-visual devices, etc.), which indicate both the 
environmentally critical situations regarding access for reaching and enjoying the archaeological 
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site, and the services available for making  accessibility easier. For people with specific needs 
(disabled persons, seniors, children, those with children in prams, etc.), a priori knowledge of 
the actual accessibility conditions of a place or of a service is essential. In fact, due to their 
reduced capacity of adapting to the environment they could have difficulties in compensating, in 
situ, any incomplete or wrong information (see Daniels et al., 2005). Lack of information is 
considered a relevant problem for 37% of tourists with specific needs (C.A.R.E., 2006). These 
persons, in order to satisfy their particular information needs, generally follow a multi-source 
planning approach: from informal sources (e.g., disabled people’s travel stories available on the 
internet or personal recommendations to barrier-free travel information collected, marketed and 
disseminated by public authorities, among which web-sites and accessibility guidebooks 
(Lauria, 2016). Regarding in-site actions, the first thing is to identify the so-called “perceptive 
barriers”. Since perceptive barriers are overcome through an increase in information, this 
usually implies a moderate impact on the context of intervention. 

In larger archaeological areas, especially, it is important to pay attention to the issues of 
orientation and wayfinding. Orientation regards the capacity of the visitor to know where he is 
in relation to significant points of reference, in particular the beginning and the end of the path. 
Wayfinding, instead, regards the capacity to “find the way”: it is thus a form of dynamic 
orientation. The first step consists in the definition of the diagram of decisions (Passini & 
Arthur, 1992). It consists in imagining the actions that the visitors can carry out for reaching the 
site and moving within it (for example: identifying the site, parking the car, identifying the main 
entrance, entering, obtaining the necessary information, move toward the objective, etc.). 
'Summarised' sources of information, such as 3-D models, visit maps, tactile and tactile-visual 
or virtual representations, are all essential resources for allowing the visitor to construct and 
consolidate a “cognitive map” of the place and to acquire useful information for the purpose of 
geographical orientation (that is the ability to determine position relative to topographic - 
distant - space that is required for wayfinding in an unfamiliar area). The regulation of the flow 
of visitors and the allocation of an adequate information system along the pathways (for 
example signage and multi-sensory landmarks) and for the description of the works permit the 
visitor to move with awareness, 'dynamically' acquiring the necessary information. 

Cultural accessibility represents a peculiar element in the valorisation of archaeological sites. 
A building in ruins, for example, will not easily communicate to the 'average' visitor anything 
beyond what can be seen (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2. Reconstruction of the podium of Temple “C” of the archaeological area of Populonia-Baratti 
(Tuscany, Italy).

As Goethe said: “Man erblickt nur, was man schon weiß und versteht” (“One recognizes only 
what one already knows and understands”) (Müller & Burkhard, 1870). The understanding and 
intelligibility of archaeological sites must not refer exclusively to their material aspect, but also 
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to the representations of life in the historical period which generated them (everyday, religious 
and political life), thus establishing a meaningful relationship between tangible and intangible 
values, between the material nature of the structures and the history to be narrated. The 
objective, therefore, is to make the spirit of the places alive once again (Norberg Schulz, 1979; 
ICOMOS, 2008), to understand which values, today, the said structures transmit and how these 
values may be of interest and importance to our existence. Cultural accessibility does not mean, 
therefore, only learning facts, but also experiencing the life of individuals and peoples who 
thrived in contexts and conditions very different from our (Sivan, 1997). The tale of these lives, 
the evocation of these conditions, may become the purpose of the valorisation of an 
archaeological site. In constructing a narrative it is important to bear in mind that each 
archaeological area is a palimpsest of cultural environments. For example, Pompeii presents 
traces of various civilisations: Greek, Etruscan, Samnite, Roman. We can say that it has many 
stories to tell. These reality presents a series of delicate questions (is it fair to establish a 
hierarchy among these stories?, is it proper to determine intervention priorities?) that could have 
a direct impact on the identification of the places where to carry out possible physical adaptation 
interventions (points of minor resistance). Virtual reconstructions can offer tools for narrative 
support that are especially efficient; their use is fundamental when the sites are not physically 
accessible and are not adaptable. They can help any individual to enhance and expand his 
understanding of what the archaeological site represents. Virtual reconstructions, when 
scientifically based and used with sobriety, can help the visitor to 'read' the sites that are in a 
fragmentary state, and to 'access' their meaning. 

2.3 The organisational dimension 

The organisational dimension of accessibility concerns the management of services which 
regard the correct functionality of the structure. The scope of action of the organisational 
dimension is very vast and concerns the manners in which external (reachability) and internal 
mobility services are provided, the information services provided within the structure or related 
to it (for example, the constant updating of the web-site or information and assistance services 
for visitors), the training of personnel, the management of the flow of visitors, the functional 
organisation of spaces, the cleaning and maintenance practices for taking good care of the 
different spaces (including green areas), etc. Its intangible nature combines the organisational 
and communicative dimensions of accessibility. 

Some texts (for example, NDA, 2011), include among organisational practices all of those 
interventions which do not imply a physical alteration of the places: from offsite and 
advance information to the determination and installation of temporary devices for one-off 
events (for example, moveable wooden ramps for overcoming a small height difference in the 
terrain). 

In interventions on the cultural heritage in general, and on archaeological areas in particular, 
the use of correct organisational practices assumes a special value since it can reduce the 
probability of interventions on the material substance of the remains. Precisely for this reason it 
is important that organisational practices are assessed before interventions of a physical-material 
type. Occasionally, within a specific spatial context, the relocation of the most important 
functions to areas that are more accessible can be a good solution for mitigating problems. 
When the margins for intervention are limited, or when the possible physical interventions are 
too invasive, solutions such as these present the only adequate alternative for increasing the 
accessibility of a site. In access borderline cases the only possibility consists in compensatory 
services aimed at providing a virtual, rather than a physical access to the place under 
intervention. 

In case of large archaeological sites which require the covering of long distances, special 
transport systems could be used for the benefit of people with mobility problems, such as, for 
example, electro-scooters, electric minibuses, or club-cars. When paths are not ideal for wheel-
chairs, a possibility consists in modifying the person-environment interface and proposing, as an 
alternative to the traditional pushchair, different means of locomotion such as, for example, 
traction equipment adaptable to manual wheelchairs. An interesting solution has been tried out 
in the archaeological area of Vatnsdalur in the North of Iceland, where, with the help of ponies 
with special saddles, even paraplegic people can travel on pathways that would otherwise be 
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impracticable (Hjaltalin, 2009). It is interesting to highlight the 'universal' vocation of this 
solution. It is, in fact, adaptable to a very wide range of user groups. Additionally, it is perfectly 
in harmony with the atmosphere and the 'time' of the archaeological site. It undoubtedly implies 
high management costs. 

The problems in relating between disabled and non-disabled people can represent, in itself, a 
communication barrier. Personnel that is knowledgeable and aware of the needs of the various 
profiles of disabled users and capable of relating with each of these can mitigate many 
difficulties. First of all, they can focus attention on the person, and not on the disability, but they 
can also identify and describe the various spatial criticalities present and suggest the best way to 
visit the site, as well as offering qualified assistance in case of need. Furthermore, personnel 
trained in the culture of accessibility can suggest to the management of the site solutions to 
increase the degree of accessibility while respecting the features of the place that is to be 
intervened. 

2.4 The socio-economic dimension 

The archaeological sites which pursue the accessibility objectives described above can not only 
better satisfy the tourism demand of people with special needs (an ever-increasing demand, 
especially due to the ageing of the population and the growing tendency of the elderly to travel), 
but can also become much more attractive for all visitors and play an important role in the 
regional tourism system. This need is particularly pressing in the case of less-known sites where 
the reduced number of visitors collides with the economic sustainability of the investments 
required and sometimes even with the possibility to cover maintenance and management costs 
(see English Heritage, 2001). In order to undertake a process of valorisation, it is fundamental 
that the archaeological site is not seen by the local communities as something alien and 
belonging to a past that is disconnected to the present, but rather as a part of their history and as 
a potential resource capable of generating social and civil value (see Sivan, 1997; Gould, 2014). 

It is important that valorisation initiatives should be coherent with the identity of the site, 
respectful of the values it embodies and compatible with its vocation. For example, the 
organisation of specific events connected with the traditions and culture of the places (for 
example to the food and wine culture) and the promotion of certain activities aimed at reviving 
both the place and the traditions that characterised it (for example, theatre performances, 
concerts, nocturnal visits, etc.). Within the archaeological site of Pompeii, in the area known as 
the “Orto dei Fuggiaschi”, autochthonous vine varieties from the Roman era were planted. 
These varieties were chosen based upon archaeological finds, and botanical and iconographic 
studies carried out on ancient Pompeian frescoes. The grape is cultivated according to 
techniques which were used before the great eruption of 79 C.E. The vineyard is not only 
perfectly integrated into the archaeological landscape, making it more beautiful and vital, but 
offers interested visitors the opportunity of an educational experience thanks to the guidance of 
an archaeologist (Fig. 3). 

Figure 3. Archaeological Area of Pompeii. Vineyard cultivated in the ”Orto dei Fuggiaschi”.
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3 AN ACCESSIBILITY PLAN FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL AREAS 

In Italy, according to Act n. 41/1986, public administrations are under the obligation to carry out 
for the existing public buildings a Plan for Eliminating Architectural Barriers (Piano per 
l’Eliminazione delle Barriere Architettoniche, PEBA). This obligation naturally regards as well 
the entities which manage archaeological sites, historical gardens and museums. Unfortunately 
only very few of these entities have fulfilled their duties in this respect. The reasons are many 
and, at least partially, depend on the difficulty to reconcile immediate and urgent necessities 
with programmes which require financial resources which are not always available or 
foreseeable, and mid-to-long term commitments. Yet, in particular in the case of larger and 
more complex cultural sites, in the absence of a comprehensive vision, truly representative of 
reality and detrimental results (see Shannon, 1997). 

The Accessibility Plan (AP) represents a cultural and operative evolution of PEBA; it is the 
result of two coordinated research projects commissioned by the Tuscan Region, and carried out 
between 2008 and 2012 at the Faculty of Architecture of Florence, and further developed by the 
Inter-departmental Research Unit “Florence Accessibility Lab” of the University of Florence. 
An AP is an intervention strategy aimed at increasing the degree of accessibility of spaces, 
buildings and services through a series of coherent interventions carried out on the basis of 
shared priorities (Laurìa, 2012). 

AP methodology was devised for connecting separate actions and different actors thanks to a 
comprehensive view which is developed by phases and which, for every phase, envisages 
specific products and activities. For larger cultural sites, the implementation of the various 
phases can be developed through single functional phases. This methodology can be represented 
by the mathematical symbol for infinite, stressing the fact that the bettering of the accessibility 
conditions of a place (an asset or a service) is not a once-off activity, but rather an evolutionary 
process which is carried out through time through progressive adaptations guided by a strategic 
vision (Laurìa, 2012; Laurìa, 2014). Every cycle of this process is not closed (as in the classical 
“Deming cycle model”. At the end of each cycle a review of the accessibility conditions is 
envisaged (Fig. 4). These various phases and tools will be synthetically described below, with a 
special reference to archaeological areas. 

Figure 4. The six phases/actions of the Accessibility Plan for cultural interest sites and their related 
products and activities.

First of all, a deep understanding is necessary of the meaning that the archaeological site 
represents. The first step is thus the constitution of an Interdisciplinary work-group which 
includes, together with experts in conservation (archaeologists, restorers, art historians, 
architects) and accessibility, the representatives of the most important associations of disabled 
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people in the region, the representatives of the local communities and, in function of the issues 
that must be addressed, specialists such as systems installations designers, graphic designers, 
landscape designers, botanists, tourist authorities, tour operators, etc. The activities of this work 
group are: 

⎯ To draft the Operative programme of the AP, a document which indicates: the values, 
both tangible and intangible, expressed by the archaeological site; the valorisation 
strategy in relation to the resources (professional, financial, patrimonial, informative) 
available, or reasonably possible; the chosen narrative structure; the modality and time 
frame for its realisation; the interest groups to be involved and the manner of the said 
involvement; the obligations to fulfil and the opportunities to develop; the strategy for 
maintaining and bettering the times and accessibility degree of the site. The operative 
programme must be conceived as a flexible document capable of including 
enhancements and permitting the necessary revisions. 

⎯ To coordinate, attend to and carry out the various phases of the AP. 
⎯ To evaluate, according to a strategy of mainstreaming, the consequences of the 

policies and of the choices of the entity that manages the site in terms of the 
accessibility of places, assets and services. 

Subsequently, it is important to define a comprehensive cognitive framework of the 
archaeological site. This phase consists of three coordinated actions: (1) To know the needs and 
expectations of the local communities; (2) To know the wishes of the users; (3) To know the 
information regarding the site. The first and second actions use typical social research tools. In 
particular, the first may be developed through focus groups, thematic workshops and public 
meetings; the second by reconstructing, through questionnaires and in-depth interviews, the 
main difficulties encountered by visitors for acquiring information on the site, as well as for 
reaching and for visiting it; observing the behaviour models of visitors when experiencing the 
site; observing and interpreting the physical “traces” left by visitors; etc. The third action may 
be usefully initiated with a SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) 
further developed by analysing the documentary sources regarding the historical and cultural 
events related to the site in its social context; fulfilling the appropriate regulations; surveying 
and digitally rendering the environmental criticalities (existing architectural barriers and absent 
quality indicators) (Laurìa, 2012); identifying the points of minor resistance of the site.  

The following step is the determination of the maximum limits of adaptation/re-qualification 
interventions and their programming in time. First of all, it is important to establish the 
complete list of the interventions to be carried out differentiated by typology (interventions 
regarding, in this order, the organisational, communicative, physical and socio-economic 
dimensions of accessibility). In this phase, for example, the parts of the site to be virtually 
reconstructed (digital models represented as images, inter-active applications or films) due to 
the fact that their figurativeness is heavily compromised (cultural accessibility) or because it 
does not seem to be reasonable/possible to better accessibility through material interventions. 
Each intervention could be 'discreet', in other words concern a specific problem or, better yet, 
concern a coherent set of works. Every intervention in the list must indicate the works to be 
carried out and include the description of the significant elements necessary for directing the 
successive design phase. At this point, on the basis of appropriate criteria (also inspired on the 
principles of continuity and completeness of results), it is necessary to define the list of 
intervention priorities in terms of a combination of the 'urgency' of the intervention and of the 'impact' 
that the said intervention can have on the accessibility of the site and on the overall quality of usage. The 
various interventions will be scheduled in relation to the financial resources available (or foreseeable). 

The design phase benefits of the whole of the information resources gathered during the precedent 
phases and is aimed at reconciling the instances of protection and conservation with the requirements 
regarding accessibility and valorisation of the archaeological site in question. In this sense, the 
relationship with the carrying capacity of the archaeological site represents a challenge for the 
designer. In some cases, the specialised technical solution is hidden or creatively elaborated in 
order to semantically 'distance' it from the reasons that determined it in the first place – the 
overcoming of architectural barriers – and from those users who are meant to benefit especially 
from it – vulnerable and disabled persons. This design approach, which may be defined as 
“mimetic”, is particularly useful in places of cultural interest. In other circumstances, however, 
the system of constraints of the place of interventions or special motivations, may induce the 
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designer to recur to additions, either permanent or temporary, which visibly add to the structure 
parts and/or devices for satisfying specific requirements. This design approach can be defined as 
“prosthetic”. Often in the architectural project both design approaches are applied in synergy 
with each other (Lauria, 2012).

Since the quality of an intervention for increasing the degree of accessibility is often 
measured in centimetres, the quality of the work and its control assume a fundamental 
importance for making sure that in the transition from the design indications to their application 
a loss of information and errors in their realisation does not take place. It is thus necessary that 
the person in charge of the works, if it is not the same as the designer, should have the adequate 
qualifications for understanding the intentions and purposes of the the design and carry out a 
strict supervision during the execution of the work. 

The monitoring phase is based both on internal and external inputs. Internal inputs derive 
from the assessment of the quality of the process developed and of the results obtained. The 
evaluations and suggestions from the visitors represent an essential source of information; the 
external inputs depend on elements that are independent from decision making processes carried 
out by the Work group. For example, new regulations, new products, new technological 
solutions, new organisational practices, etc. On the basis of the results of the monitoring phase 
the process continues on to the Access Review, with which an AP cycle is concluded and a new 
one is initiated. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The value of archaeological sites is not only historical, artistic and scientific; they often express 
as well strong values in educational, community and identity terms, and may represent a 
precious social and economic resource for a community. All of these values together, with the 
obvious differences between one case and other, concur to the definition of the meaning that we 
can attribute to archaeological sites (Shannon, 1997). 

Accessibility, in the wide definition described in this article, can represent an extraordinary 
resource for the valorisation of an archaeological site.

Raising the degree of accessibility of an archaeological site is, as we have seen, a difficult challenge 
which is strictly linked to some intrinsic features of the site, such as its reachability and its 'carrying 
capacity', as well as to some extrinsic factors such as the quality of the project (architectural and 
communicative), the availability of financial resources, the quality of management practices, etc.. 

For controlling this complexity and obtaining quality objectives and coherent results during the process 
of valorisation of an archaeological site, it can be very useful to have access to an adequate tool to follow 
all stages from programming to implementation of accessibility interventions such as the one described 
briefly in this paper.
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